We would like to wish you a wonderful
welcome to the Spring term of our
2018/2019 school year. We had a very
busy second term and are very excited
about welcoming our new class of Junior
Infants to the upcoming ‘Meet and Greet’
day on the 22nd of May.
We also welcome Tom and Aaradhya who
joined our Junior Infant class this term.
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On Tuesday, 26th March we had
a fire in one of the school
classrooms.
Thankfully the
children were in the forest at the
time and there were no children
or adults injured.
While it is only materials that
have been lost it is still very
disappointing as the materials
took a long time to source and
we have lost beautiful wooden
materials and toys. We will start to build up our stock again but if you have
any wooden storage, wooden toys or crafting items from natural materials
that you no longer use and are happy to donate to the school it would be
appreciated. If you have anything please drop it into the office or let the PTA
know (pta@galwaysteinerschool.com).Thanks for all your support.

We have a range of books on Steiner Education in our
library which you can find in the oifig (office). We also
hold issues of the Kindling Journal for Steiner Waldorf
early childcare and education. If you wish to borrow
any of these books and magazines, please sign the take
out sheet for the book you are borrowing.

I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud

As part of the Erasmus+ School Exchange
Partnership Programme our support teacher
travelled to one of our partner schools in
Bulgaria in February to engage in the second
meeting of our Erasmus Project: Let's do it
together - you and me in Europe. She was also
joined by a teacher from Raheen Woods
Steiner National School and Mol An Oige
Steiner National School.

This two year project involves Galway Steiner National School and four schools in
Spain, Bulgaria, Estonia and Finland. Some of the schools are small and others big,
some placed in the countryside and others in urban areas - but just like us they are
interested in exploring and learning from their European neighbours and in this
case; focusing on the transition and collaboration between kindergarten and school
- sharing good everyday practices.
As most European countries have a school starting age of six, Ireland stands out
having a much earlier school start. However, as we in our Steiner National Schools
begin the formal education in 1st class, the focus is relevant. According to
educational studies, schools and kindergartens differ both in practice as well as
social and physical environments which can bring out challenges for children. With
this Erasmus project we allow ourselves to take a look at how we already support
and might improve this early transition, making children and adults in our
educational communities aware of the possibilities that a strong co-operation gives.
Through different everyday activities, the children in our schools are involved in
various project activities. The areas of interest and exploration for the next period
are outdoor learning, national plants and animals as well as environmental issues taking care of resources and looking after our Earth. And in this context it is
wonderful to see the plants, pots and beds that have entered our school grounds,
helping the children observe and care for the young plants as well as new growth.

A long, long, long time ago there was a Mother Hare who had seven little hare
children. One clear autumn day she said to her children, "I wonder who will
be the Easter Hare from now on?" "Me! Me! Me!" they all cried at the same
time, but the Mother said, "Hush, hush... , the one who can bring their Easter
egg safely to the children's garden and who can hide it well in the grass, will
be the next Easter Hare."

The first hare took the pink egg. He hopped over the bridge, ran through the
bush and came straight to the children's garden. There was a tall fence all
around the garden. The hare made a big jump, but he jumped too high and
when he landed on the other side the pink egg had broken. When the Mother
saw the broken egg she said, "You will have to wait a little longer until you can
be the Easter Hare."
The next hare took the blue egg. He hopped over the bridge and into the bush.
High up in a tree a bird sat in her nest. When he saw the hare with the egg she
called out, 'Give me the egg, give me the egg!". Before the hare knew what
was happening to him, the bird had flown down and taken the egg in her beak
and had carried it up to the nest. When the Mother heard about this she said,
"You will have to wait a little longer too".
The third hare took the purple egg and hopped
over the bridge and into the bush. There he met a
friend who said, "Let's wrestle and play a little
while". Before long they had wrestled and played,
rolling along the ground until they rolled right over
the purple egg and broke it!.
The Mother Hare was not pleased about this and she gave the next egg to the
fourth hare. This was a chocolate egg. The hare carried the egg over the bridge
and into the bush. Who was waddling in the farmyard next door? It was a big
fat pig. "Please let me try just a little bit of the chocolate egg," he asked. Well,
the pig licked a bit and the hare licked a bit, and the pig licked a bit more and
the hare licked a bit more... until they realized, they had eaten all of the egg!
When the hare came home with a ring of chocolate around his little whiskers
the Mother said, "You will have to wait a little longer too until you can be the
Easter hare."
The next hare took the orange egg. On the middle of the bridge he looked
down into the sparkling water watching the little fishes swimming merrily to
and fro. Rolllll... Plop! The egg fell out of the hare's paws and into the water
and floated down the river. He surely could not be the Easter hare either.

The second last hare had fallen asleep in the Easter basket, so he had missed
his turn.
The last and youngest hare took the golden egg. He hopped over the bridge
and he did not look down into the river. He hopped into the bush and when
the fat pig came and begged for the egg, he said, "I have no time, I have
something very important to do" And hopped on. He met a friend who wanted
to play, but this hare said, "I have no time, I have something very important
to do". When the bird called from the nest, "Give me the egg!" the hare held
onto his golden egg tightly and so he finally arrived at the garden. He jumped
over the fence, not too high and not too low, just right. He landed softly in the
grass on the other side and carefully hid the egg.
When he returned home his Mother was very pleased and said, "This year you
will be the Easter Hare." The children were
very happy too. They came running into the
garden and when they found the golden egg
hidden in the grass they exclaimed, "Hurray!
It's Easter time again!"
Photo: Handcrafts completed by staff at Galway Steiner National School during Ulrike Farnleitner’s visit to our school in March.

We are delighted to have started
work with a representative from
NEPS
(National
Educational
Psychological Service) in the use
of Person-Centred planning tools
to facilitate whole school
development planning. As part of this process the NEPS psychologist has held
focus groups with parents and staff to identify their hopes / dreams for the
school. Staff have also worked with children in the school to include their
hopes and dreams for the school.

What is a parent teacher association?
* The parent teacher association is the structure through which the
parents/guardians in a school can work together for the best possible education for
their children. All parents/guardians of children of the school are members of the
association with a number of parents being elected to a committee.
* The parent teacher association works with the principal, staff and the Board of
Management to build effective partnership between home and school.
* Educational research on the involvement of parents in schools shows that children
achieve better outcomes when parents and teachers work together.
(Source: What is a Parent Association? www.npc.ie)

What we are about
A new Parent Teacher Association (P.T.A) committee was formed at the beginning
of the 2018 / 2019 academic year. Since its formation, the P.T.A. has been working
on initiatives to promote the development of the school and enhance the wellbeing
of students, parents and teachers.
We meet about once a month and try to organise an event on average, once a term.
It could be a social event, talks/presentations (e.g. mental health, nutrition, etc..,)

What is going on now?
Fundraising Initiatives
* Quiz night to be organised
* Black Gate Gig at the end of May

Garden Space
A few jobs have been done on the garden/outdoor space. A big ‘thank you’ to those
who have helped out. With the evenings getting longer and the weather better...it
is hoped we’ll get all ‘hands on deck’ and get the space up to a standard that all of
the school community will take pleasure in.

National Spring Clean 2019
The school is registered to participate in the National Spring Clean. A venue and date
have yet to be decided. It promises to be a fun day. Hope to see you all there!
www.ntionalspringclean.org/litter-disposal.org

Plant Wildflowers
We are looking into organising a Wildflower Planting Day with Galway Conservation
Volunteers group on school ground or Barna Woods. We will keep you posted.
www.facebook.com/ConservationVolunteersGalway/

Social Events
It’s not all about work, so we are hoping to arrange social events throughout the
year, where parents, teachers and the Board of Management can get together and
have some fun. We hope to make a better effort at this next year. Our excuse this
year is that we are all just ‘finding our feet’.

St John’s Weekend (24th June)
We are hoping to have a big get together over St. Johns weekend.

Ní neart go cur le chéile.
Many hands make light light work.
Galway Steiner P.T.A. Committee

Children from Senior Infants with
their 2nd class reading buddies
enjoying some spring sunshine.

As part of the La Fhéile Bríde celebration the
children of Galway Steiner National School
spent time making their St Brigit's Day Crosses
in the local forest.

We are taking part in the Agri Aware Incredible
Edibles programme and, to complement the
initiative, we had a visit from a local grower. Cait
Curran follows the Rudolf Steiner approach to biodynamic farming.
Thanks to Cait for visiting Galway Steiner National
School.

On Monday, 25th March 2019, the 1st & 2nd
class in Galway Steiner National School were
named 'Incredible Edibles School of the Week'.

Galway Steiner National School community took
part in the St. Patrick’s Day parade in Galway City.
It was a very colourful and joyful occasion. We
even had a photograph in a local newspaper.

Keep an eye on our facebook page for upcoming events.

May Day Song
Here’s a branch of snowy May, a branch the fairies gave me.
Who would like to dance today with a branch the fairies gave me. Dance
away, dance away, holding high the branch of May.
-Author Unknown
May Day is a Northern Hemisphere festival (and is also called International
Workers’ Day) and is celebrated in many Steiner schools. It is an ancient
tradition of celebrating the arrival of summer. Known as Beltane in Celtic
lands, and celebrated by the Romans recognizing the goddess Flora, May Day
is a popular tradition. The May Pole Dance is a joyful experience, and often
the center of the May Day celebration. The May Pole often bears garlands
and symbolizes the tree of life and growth of spring vegetation.

Mayday dancing includes musicians playing fold music, and dancers carry
decorated sticks. Many wear floral crowns and some appoint a May Queen
or May fairy to oversee the celebrations and dancing.
May Day brings promise to the farmer (good weather) and to the people
weaving the pattern around the Maypole. It is the eternal promise of the
future.

Phrase

Irish

Sunny
Windy
Wet
Foggy
Freezing
Cold
Warm
Hot
Snow
Rainbow

Grianmhar
Gaofar
Fliuch
Ceomhar
Siochta
Fuar
Bogthe
Te
Sneachta
Bogha baístí

Tá an aimsir……
Lashing rain
It is a cold morning

The weather is ……
Ag stealladh báistí
Maidin fhuar atá ann

Experienced children’s physiotherapist Evelien van Dort explores the role of
movement in learning in this extract from her new book for parents Why Don’t
Children Sit Still? From the Steiner-Waldorf Education catalogue 2018.
In traditional schools, children spend most of the day sitting down at a desk. Their
movement is restricted, and as a consequence, so is their ability to experience.
Abstract concepts are much easier for children to understand if they are
accompanied by movement, or doing.
For example, for a child to understand that five apples are greater than two, they
must first learn to count using their fingers, beginning with one hand and then
progressing to both. This is the basic foundation for learning the essentials of
arithmetic.
Learning to ‘grasp’ abstract numbers and quantities with our fingers in this way
causes a neural connection, and research has shown that young children with
nimble fingers are able to learn arithmetic skills more easily later on. Finger games
are important for developing this ability; while playing a musical instrument can also
be a wonderful stimulus for hand dexterity.
Using repetitive movements such as walking and counting sounds simple, yet in my
experience I have come across many children who have great trouble in stepping or
jumping while counting at the same time. Walking and counting backwards
simultaneously is even more difficult. This gap in ability demonstrates that the child
has not yet achieved freedom of movement (insufficient motor maturation), and
that this particular skill needs more attention.
There are lots of ways to encourage this connection, for example activities such as
circle games allow children to establish and practise this neural link, especially if they
are accompanied by counting exercises.
Learning has become an abstract process at most schools. Children sit and work,
and are not given the opportunity to develop these key sensory motor skills.

Even in Ancient Greece, sensory motor learning was applied by rhythmically walking
while learning a poem by heart, and today, research proves that our memory
functions at its best when we move and speak out loud, enabling us to create the
all-important neural pathways needed for learning and development.
As Bothmer Gymnastics highlights, sensory motor movement is more than just the
mechanics of bones and muscles – it involves the body’s inner processes just as
much as its outer actions.
Imagine it this way: a child want to pick an apple from a tree. The apple is the reason
why the child stretches out their arm, stand on their tiptoes or climbs up a ladder.
The apple becomes the child’s incentive to move, unlocking the will and translating
their impulse into the movement of picking.
The child looks forward to having the apple (soul) and intends (I) to pick it. The apple
was already with the child (spirit) before they even started moving. When children
take action, they are given the chance to learn using their whole self, through
experience and discovery.
The close relationship between movement and experience, or ‘living and learning’,
can be seen in a number of schooling systems around the world, but Steiner-Waldorf
schools in particular pay special attention to learning through movement.
For example, in cooking lessons children learn about abstract concepts such as
weight when measuring sugar and flour. Here, the principal of ‘learning through
living’ is learning through meaningful experiences. Through experience, enthusiasm
is kindled and the will is stimulated, providing children with the best possible
outlook for learning. But this principal doesn’t just have to be confined to ‘practical’
subjects.
A study performed by the University of Groningen in the
Netherlands found that movement in the classroom can give
better school results. A programme called ‘Fit and Skilled’
was developed in which children moved energetically for
half an hour three times a week during maths and language
lessons. Scientists found that walking and jumping caused
the children’s brains to release adrenaline, enabling
information to be absorbed more effectively – illustrating
this undeniable link between movement and experience.



Galway City Museum run regular talks and workshops
(for children and adults).
On April 6th (2.30pm to 4.00pm) Marina Levitina, who
has worked with the children of Galway Steiner National
School on many occasions, will give an illustrated talk:
‘Traditional Healing Plants & Remedies’.

Herbal medicine was important in Gaelic
Ireland and it was believed that there were 365
parts to the body with a different plant to cure
each part. Join Marina Levitina, nature
educator, artist, and author, as she discusses
some of the trees, shrubs and wildflowers
commonly found in our bogs, meadows and
hedgerows that were used as traditional cures
and remedies.
This is a free event, suitable for adults only – Booking Required.
For more information on this, and upcoming events, check out
https://www.galwaycitymuseum.ie/events/

The Cúirt International Festival of
Literature takes place in Galway in
April. For more information see
https://www.cuirt.ie/

Celebrate a fun-filled Easter at Brigit's Garden
with their annual family Easter Egg Hunt on
April 21st and 22nd. Tickets available online at
http://www.brigitsgarden.ie/

Galway's westend will host a Summer
Food Festival from 31st May to 4th June
2019.
See more information at;
https://thisisgalway.ie/event/westendstreet-feast/

In 2009, in the Phoenix Park in Dublin, 400 people set-off on the inaugural Darkness
into Light 5km walk to raise funds for Pieta House. From small beginnings, the
movement has grown year on year and in 2018 over 200,000 people took part in
150 locations, in 16 countries across 5 continents.
Since Darkness Into Light began,
their dedicated supporters have
helped them raise almost €20
million, which has enabled them to
keep their doors and 24/7 helpline
open for people in crisis, free of
charge.

‘Walk with us, talk with us, so that together we can create a world where suicide,
self-harm and stigma have been replaced by hope, self-care and acceptance.’

Saturday, 11th May 2019 @ 04:15am from Leisureland, Salthill, Galway
Register online at https://www.darknessintolight.ie/



